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XTI | 3.0 WF Recessed 
IK11 | IP66

3.15"Wide x 3.15" High  
(inc flange 4.56" Wide)

3.15"

3.15"

4.56"

(Wide Flange)
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XTI | 3.0 WF Recessed 
IP66 | IK11

CUSTOM LENGTHS

Custom lengths are available in 0.98” increments

CREATING LENGTHS WITH XTI | 3.0 Series IP66 IK11

The XTI | 3.0  IP66 IK11 set lengths can be coupled together in any combination to achieve the desired length.

The XTI | 3.0  IP66 IK11 set lengths can be coupled together in any combination to achieve the desired length.



XTI | 3.0 WF Recessed Joining System

illustration is featured with semi specular louvre

Note: joining plate is required at each section join

Note: joining plate is required at each section join

Note: joining plate is required 
at each section join



XTI| 3.0 WF Recessed  IP Gland + Power entry flex options

Sliding threaded
stud bracket

Wire suspension
Kit

Sliding surface
mounting plate

Recessed

Thread height = 1.18" Thread 
diameter = M10 x 0.0.5"

M10 x 0.05"

1.18"
4.33"

Size of mounting plate 4.33" 
wide x 3.15" deep with 4 x 0.21" 
diameter holes

Mounting Plate Part No. X-665

Through back Through endplate
minimum

1.77"

minimum
1.77"
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Optical control
XTI profiles come with many diffuser options for glare control in any application
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emergency packssensors / daylight
harvesting

XTI | 3.0 WF Recessed  
IK11 | IP66

Optic white 
louvre

Opal
Polycarbonate

Semi-specular
Louvre

Clear
Polycarbonate




